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WITH A DEGENERATE METRIC
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(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. Some nonexistence and existence of harmonic maps defined on a

manifold with a degenerate metric are proved.

1. Introduction

The theory of harmonic maps between Riemannian manifolds has been con-

sidered extensively (see, [SE, EL]). Recently the harmonic maps between Lorent-

zian manifolds have also attracted much attention of many mathematicians (see,

[G,,G2, C]). However, for the harmonic maps defined on manifolds with

degenerate metrics, very little is known. The partial differential equations de-

scribing such harmonic maps defined on manifolds with degenerate metrics are,

generally speaking, semilinear and of mixed type. To the author's knowledge,

so far there has not been a general method to deal with such kind of partial

differential equations. This paper is devoted to the study of harmonic maps

defined in a special manifold with a degenerate metric.

Let R   be equipped with a degenerate metric of the form

(1.1) g = gjj dxi dx1 = (( 1 - x2)Su + xV)dx dxJ.

Denote this manifold by (R ,g). Obviously, g is a Riemannian metric inside

the unit disk D, an indefinite metric outside and degenerate on the unit circle.

According to [SE], a harmonic map from (£l,g) into S   for some domain Q
2

is a critical point of the energy functional of the maps tp : Q —► 5 , i.e.

(1.2) j g'isj[\-x2[<prtp]dx   withal.

Its Euler-Lagrangian equation is as follows:

(1.3) (Su - x'xJ)cpu - 2x>, + (ôu - xV)(p, • 9j)v = 0.
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2
A C   map cp is harmonie iff cp satisfies (1.3). This is a semilinear system of

equations of mixed type. [H] studied in detail the boundary value problems for

Busemann equation, i.e. the linear part of (1.3) and [G3] also discussed the

solvability in the smooth category.

Our main results are as follows:

2 — 2
Theorem 1. Let a given domain Q c R contain D. Then any C harmonic

map from (Q,g) into S   is constant.

Theorem 2. For any point q in D, there is a C°° harmonic map from (R \q ,g)

into S , whose range contains at least an interior point.

Further results on boundary value problems of harmonic maps defined on

(Q, g) for a general domain Q of R   will be presented in another paper.

In §2 using a transformation we reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to that of

the nonexistence of nonconstant harmonic maps from a unbounded domain
2 2

of R   with the Euclidean metric into S . In §3 based on the transformation
2

introduced in §2 we shall construct two harmonic maps into S , respectively,

defined on some subdomains of the Euclidean plane and Minkowsky plane.

Finally, we pull them back to (D,g) and (R2/D,g) respectively, and smoothly

match them on the unit circle. Many techniques we shall use are due to [G2].

2. Nonexistence of a harmonic map from (D, g) into S

Under the polar coordinates (8, p) (1.3) may be rewritten in the form

-P)<?p + —9e   <P = °-
P~ L P

A change of independent variables

(2.1)        (i-p2)<ppp + }—ÎP-(/)p + Jl(Pee +

(2.2) <p: (6, p) ^ (6 ,Ç = ln[(l + yjl - p2)/p]

transforms £>\{0} onto G = {(0 ,Ç) e R2\0 < £, < +oo, 0 < d < 2n} and

meanwhile, reduces (2.1) to

(2.3) tpK + tpee + (cp\ + cp\)cp = 0.

This is nothing else but the equation describing the harmonic maps from the
2

Euclidean plane into 5" . Note that under the present circumstance, cp must be

a 27T-periodic vector function of theta. Introduce a complex variable z = d+iÇ .

From the following relation

(2.4) dz = ii{dg + idih        d_ = i{dg _ ío¿).

(2.3) may be put in the form

(2.3') <p    +(<p  .<p)<p = 0.
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f 2
Multiplying both sides of (2.3 ) by tpz and using the property: cp = 1 we can

find

(2.4') (<P% = 0   or   <p2z = f(z).

(2.4') was first obtained in [G2]. This shows that 4cp2 = u + iv is an analytic

function and

(2.5) tp\-(p\ = u,       2cpe-tpi = v.

We claim that u and v are constants if cp is a C harmonic map from (D,g)

into 5 . Indeed we may view u and v as two harmonic functions defined in

R+ since cp(6 ,¿;) is periodic in 8. From (2.2) it is easy to see

v(6,0) = 0 and u(6,Ç),v(d,i) uniformly
(2.6)

with respect 6 approach to zero if ¿; —> +00.

By means of the symmetric principle we may extend v  as a harmonic odd

function of £, v , defined on the whole plane. Therefor v = v = constant in
—2 2 —2
R+ since v is bounded in R . This implies that u is constant in R+ too.

(2.6) and (2.5) show that these constants are zero. So far we have proved the

previous assertion. Indeed we have

2 _ 2
Lemma 2.1. Let tp be a C harmonic map from (Q = D\{0},g) into S and

sup p\Vq>\ < +00. Then cpz = constant on G, i.e., cp isa normalized harmonic

map defined on G.

According to [G2], a harmonic map cp such that cpz = constant is called a

normalized harmonic map. We shall discuss two cases of (2.5). Set

Z = {d,Z)eR2+\<p( = 0}.

We shall list a result in [G2] without proof.

Lemma 2.2. Let u = 1 and v = 0 in (2.5). Then in R2+\L with sh(A/2) =

yjcp\, m = cpj[cpi\, n = fel[tpe[ and W = (cp1 ,m\n)1 we have

/    0       sh¿       0

(2.7) W( = AW   where A =    -shf      0     -\Xe

\Xe

and

(2.8) Wñ = BW   where B

Here X satisfies

(2.9) AX = -shX,    inR2+\L.
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For the second case we have

Lemma 2.3. Let u = v = 0 in (2.5).  Then in R+\L with X = Jcp2,  m, «

and W as defined in Lemma 2.2 we have

(OX      0

(2.10) W^AW   where A=\-X    0    -if

V 0     if      0
and

(0      0
(2.11) IFe = 5IF   whereB=\   0      0

\-X   -ff
//ere A satisfies

(2.12) Ax2 = 4|VA|2 - 2A4    /« /<2 \Z.

/"roo/. On the open set /<2\X, ^, m, « are C°°-continuous. Directly differ-

entiating m , « with respect to £,, 6 we find

(OX     0 \
(2.13) W^AW   where ^=     -A   0    -<r     with cr = m«,».

\o   ir   o y
and

(2.14) We = BW   where ß = | // |  with p = n ■ m6

From H^e = Wei it follows that

(2.15) Ag - B( + AB - BA = 0   in R2+ \X.

This implies (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) at once. Lemma 2.3 is proved.

Now we are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.

The end of the proof of Theorem 1. First of all, from (2.2) and the fact that

cp is in C (D) it follows that

(2.16) A2 = |p2|<Cexp(-2¿:)   in R2+

for some constant C. We claim:

There is a sufficiently large k such that

(2.17) e = X2/(l+Ç)k = 0   in/?2.

If (2.17) is true, then the assertion of Theorem 1 comes immediately from (2.17)

and (2.5). Let us now verify (2.17). Suppose that e attains its maximum at

(0\O where Ç in (0,+oo). This is possible from (2.16). If X(d* ,<f) = 0,
(2.17) is proved. So we shall only discuss the case X(6* ,£*) ^ 0. In fact we

have at (0\O

(2.18) 2(1 +Ç)7%ç-k(l +Ç)~k~y = 0,

(2.19) 2(1 + £)"*XX, = 0
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and

(2.20) 0 > Ae = (1 + £)~k[4X2 - 2X4 - 4k(l + Ç)"1^ + k(k + ï)(l +Ç)~2X2].

In getting (2.20) we have used (2.12).   Combining (2.18)-(2.20) we find at

(2.21) /2(2/l2-A:(l-r-O_2)>0.

Take k so big that

/c>sup(2A2(l+£)2 + l).

Rl

(2.16) guarantees that the right-hand side of the last inequality is finite. Now

X(6* ,0 = 0 follows at once from (2.21). So (2.17) is proved. This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Existence of harmonic maps

This section is concerned with the construction of the harmonic map men-

tioned in Theorem 2. From a slight computation we can see that the rotation

and the hyperbolic transformation, i.e., for any q = (ql ,q2)' e D

(3.1) x={-\^L¿!l(Sij-qiqr1/2(x-<l)
1 — q • x

keep the unit circle and are conformai with respect to g outside the unit cir-

cle. So we may assume q = 0, if necessary, making a change of variables as

mentioned in (3.1). Before describing the construction of the harmonic map we

expected, the connection between harmonic maps from (L>\{0}, g) and from

G into S   must be studied.

Lemma 3.1. Let cp be a smooth harmonic map from G into S2 and let cp be

2n-periodic in 6, and p,(0,O) = 0 for all 6 in [0,2^].   Then cp o \¡i is a

smooth harmonic map from (D\{0},g) into S .

Proof. From the hypothesis in the present lemma it is evident that cp o y/ is a

smooth harmonic map from (L>\{0}, g) into S . So we shall only prove that

cp o y/ is smooth up to the unit circle. First of all there is no difficulty in proving

dkcp e C(D\{0}) for each k e z+ . Furthermore,

(3.2) 9»= ~ **,Pyll ~p2

- -f(&L2t/saiZ->-<pK($,o) ifp^i.

Meanwhile

(3.3) d¡f  -* -a¿>«(0,O)   if/,-1.
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Now we proceed to discuss the continuity of cp     and dg cp    . From (3.2) and

integrating (2.1) we find

(3.4)

where

py/l^7Ji P\l^rp2h   )/l-f
= IX+I2

f=--(<Pee + <P2e(P)-

(3.3) guarantees dg d f e C(D\{0}). Let us first consider /2. A change of the

variable of integration: ~p —> 1 - X( 1 - p) yields

(3.5)        ?"■ ;' '-f!>y•'-<■-»»)"

k —
Thus d de I2 e C(L>\{0}). Analogously, an application of the previous change

of the variables of integration gives

(3.6) Ix=j g(p,X)(\-p)cp2pcp(e,\-X(\-p))dX

where g(p,X) = -(1 -X(l-p))y/2 -X(l - p)j'p\/\ + p is smooth near p = 1.

Let us evaluate \cp   = (cp (9,p - «) - cp (8,p)) for all p < 1  and « > 0.

From (3.4) we have

(3-7)

\<PP^j \Th((\-p)g<p)\Àh(cp2,)(p,h)dX-rJ \cp2p\\An((l-p)gtp)\dX + \AhI2\

where xhu(p,h) = u(dzp-h) and Ah (f)(p,h) = max{|A^/(ö,^)|, p<p<l

and 0 < 6 < 2n, 0 < « < «} . Hence

[Ah<pp[ < C,(l - p + h)Ah(cpp)(p,h) + Cxh.

Thus

Ah(cp )(p,h) < 2Cxh   if h and (1 - p) are all less than 1/4C[

which implies

\Ahcpp/h[ < 2CX    if h and (1 - p) all < 1/4C,.

This means cp   is Lipschitz continuous if p < 1. So we can, under the sign of

integration, differentiate (3.4) with respect to p. As a result

(3.8) lim cppp = -g(\ ,0)cp2pcp(0,1) + dpI2 [p=x.

By a similar argument we can prove the continuity of de cp     and de dJcp

near 1 for all j, k > 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
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Remark 3.2. The unit circle is the characteristic for (2.1). But from (2.1) cp

on the unit circle is uniquely decided by the value cp(8,1), if cp is in C (D).

From (3.8) one can see that cp is uniquely decided by the value on 3D of

cp , cp   and cp e , cp ee . So it is done by cp(9,1) if all the derivatives involved

are continuous in D. By a similar argument one can prove that d cp for all

k > 2 are completely decided by cp(8,1) if decp(8 ,p) are continuous in D

for all k.

Remark 3.3 The transform

(3.9) ¥x:(8,p)^(d,Ç = (cos-\l/p)))

maps R \D onto Gx = {0 < 8 < 2n, 0 < ¿; < n/2} and the unit circle onto

the segment {£, = 0, 0 < 8 < 2n}. Under the new coordinates (2.1) may be

rewritten in the form

(3.10) cpee - cp^ + (cp] - cp\)cp = 0   inG,.

Let cp be a solution smooth in Gx and 2^-periodic in 8 and let ç>A6,0) — 0.
2 2

Then cp° y/x is a smooth harmonic map from (R \D, g) into S .

Now we proceed to construct the harmonic map from (G,E) (or (G,L))

into S . Here E and L stand, respectively, for Euclidean metric and Lorent-

zian metric. It is evident that (2.7)-(2.9) form a completely integrable system.

But the difficulty in constructing a harmonic map from (G,E) into S is that

cp must be 2^-periodic in 8. Next we shall explain in detail this procedure.

Many techniques later used are due to [G2].

The first step is to find a function X = X(Ç) which is a solution of (2.9)

A" + shA = 0.

Multiplying the last equation by X' we have

((A')2/2)' + (ChA)' = 0.

An integration of it yields a first integral

(3.11) (A')2 + 2chA = C0

where C0 is a constant to be determined but bigger than 2. Directly integrating

(3.11) we can obtain a smooth periodic solution in [0, + oo) X = X(Ç) with

X(0) = 0.
The second step is to find a 2^-periodic solution in 8 of (2.8) for any ¿; in

[0, + oo). This is possible. In fact the matrix B in (2.8) has eigenvalues

(3.12) //,=0,       p2 = i JCQ +2/2,       p} = -iJc0 +2/2.
V V

2
In getting (3.12) we have used (3.11) and the formula chA = 2ch (A/2) - 1 .

Fix now the constant C0 = 4k  -2 for any integer k > 2. Thus p2 — ik and
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p3 — -ik. Meanwhile there is a smooth, real orthogonal matrix

(      2T îch2    °\

(3.13) T=i-ich$       i,       0|

V   (
such that

(3.14) TXBT =

There is no difficulty in checking

(3.15) r'-^r = o.

Inserting (3.14) into (2.8) we can get a solution of the form

/l 0 0    \
(3.16) W = T    0     cosA:0     sink8 \ a

\0   -sinkd   coskdj

for any constant vector a = (ax ,a2,a3)1. An application of (3.15) to W in

(3.16) provides at once that W satisfies (2.7) for each a. Setting, for any unit

orthogonal frame (<p0, m0, «0),

(3.17) cp = (2k)~ X'cp0 + k~ coskdch(X/2)m0 + k~ sinkdch(A/2)«0

_2 2
we shall check that cp is just the harmonic map from (R  ,E) into S   satisfying

2 2
the assumptions in Lemma 3.1. A direct computation gives cp. = sh (A/2) and

cpe — ch2(A/2).  By the construction of A it is easy to see ^(0,0) = 0 and
2 2

£ = {(0,<¡;) e R+[<Pr — 0} has no interior point. Obviously, J?+\Z is an

open set and cp, cpe, <pi are linearly independent on it.  In the other hand,

<Pz((pzz- + (<PZ • <Pj)<P) = 0  <PT(<Pzl + (<PZ • <Pr)<P) = 0 since cp2 = 1. This implies
2 2 _2

that cp satisfies (2.3) on /?+\X. So does it in R+ since cp is smooth in R+

and Z has no interior point. Now an application of Lemma 3.1 to cp yields
_ 2

that cp o y is a smooth harmonic map from (Z)\{0}, g) into S .

The end of the proof of Theorem 2.  Set u0(8) = ^(0,0) and w,(0) = 0
_2

where p is the map just now constructed and defined on Z?+ . Evidently, wo(0)

is smooth and 2n-periodic, and w0 • u0 = 0. Consider a Cauchy problem (3.10)

with

cp(8,0) = uQ(8)   and   ^(0,0) = 0.

According to the result in [G,] this Cauchy problem admits a solution cp in

C°°(R x [0,7t/2]). From Remark 3.3 it follows that cp o y/x is a harmonic

map from (R \D, g) into S . By the construction we know cp o y/ and cp o ^

continuously match on the unit circle. Remark 3.2 shows that they smoothly

match on the unit circle. Theorem 2 is proved.
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